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Why it Matters to Washington
Washington state’s economy depends on our ability to competitively export products while leveraging global supply
chains to create affordable goods that can be sold across the country and the world. High tariffs on apparel imports,
e-commerce barriers, and other trade obstacles reduce our retailers’ competitiveness.
Washington is home to some of the world’s largest and most loved retailers, and many of them face steep tariffs on
their imports. Since 99% of shoes and 98%.¹ ² of apparel are produced outside the United States, and the U.S. garment
manufacturing industry is very small, these tariffs do not protect American jobs and only drive up costs for consumers.³
Necessities like sweaters are taxed at 32%,⁴ plastic children’s shoes incur a 48% tariff, and children’s sneakers are taxed at
a jaw-dropping 65% or more.⁵ This practice hits low-income households hardest, reducing their access to basic clothes
like shoes or warm clothes.⁶
Imports not only help consumers stretch their incomes and improve their quality of life, but also create good jobs at
Washington’s many retailers. These jobs include highly paid fields like research and development, product design,
merchandising, marketing, supply chain, logistics, and many more.
Many of our retailers reach their customers through e-commerce, but a slew of trade barriers prevent them from
growing their global customer base. Limitations on a free and open internet, prohibitions on crossborder flows of data, inefficient customs procedures and low de minimis thresholds prevent retailers, large and small,
from accessing customers all over the world.

Fast Retail Facts

Reducing trade barriers that hamper our retailers’ competitiveness can enable Washington retailers to
compete on a global scale and create local good jobs.

79% of users on the top 10
internet platforms live outside
of the US, and Washington
businesses need to be able to
access these customers to stay
competitive in the future.⁸

Retailers in WA include:
Amazon, Costco, Eddie Bauer, K2
Sports, KAVU, Microsoft, Nordstrom,
Outdoor Research, REI, Starbucks,
Tommy Bahama, Zulily, Zumiez, and
others.

Washington
imported
$3.3 billion
in shoes and apparel
in 2016.¹⁰
Cross-border data flows are the fastest growing
component of modern trade and show no signs
of slowing down.⁷ Growth in global markets for
digital technologies is likely to continue since over
60% of the world’s population is not yet online.⁸

1,540 apparel companies support
34,500 jobs in Washington State, and
we have another 3,100 self-employed
fashion designers too!⁹
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Prioritize e-commerce in trade agreements and WTO rules.
Retail sales are becoming more and more dependent on the internet. In 2016, e-commerce sales accounted for 8.1 percent of
all sales, estimated at a $394.9 billion value. 21st Century trade agreements must reflect the world’s shift to digital trade.
Lower import tariffs on retail goods.
Many consumer goods like apparel, footwear, and sports gear face staggering import tariffs, sometimes more than 60%! With
local retailers and consumers hard hit by high tariffs, it’s vital we break down these barriers.
Ensure free flow of data without forced localization requirements.
Washington retailers depend upon the internet to buy and sell their products via e-commerce, and every online purchase
requires the transfer of electronic information. Breaking down barriers against the free flow of data will help e-commerce
retailers, especially small businesses.
Increase the de minimis threshold for low-value and low-risk packages.
Small and medium-sized businesses are big players in “package-based trade,” where individual purchases are sent to
e-commerce buyers around the world. Taxes and duties on low-risk, low-value parcels make U.S. exporters less competitive.
For example, any time a consumer in Canada or Mexico spends over $20 or $50 respectively on a product from Washington,
they are required to pay a tax. This practice disincentivizes consumers from buying our goods. Raising the de minimis
threshold will allow local exporters to compete globally.
Streamline customs processes in future free trade agreements.
The TPP provided a strong framework to improve customs processes that would make the transport of goods across borders as
efficient as possible. In future trade agreements, we must prioritize transparent and consistent regulations and simple
electronic customs paperwork. This will cut costs for local retail exporters, boosting their global competitiveness.
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